TIME-LAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY W/ DIY INTERVALOMETER

In functions as a camera shutter timer, or intervalometer, allowing your DSLR to do time-lapse photography. This is possible because most DSLR cameras have a remote accessory port which allows the camera's shutter and focus functions to be performed remotely. The way this works is very simple; the remote accessory port is simply a 3 contact jack similar to the one you plug your headphones into on your MP3 player or stereo. The difference here is that instead of outputting sound, the port is just a set of contacts which can be used to remotely trigger the shutter or focus. When the shutter contact is shorted to the ground contact the shutter is activated. Time-lapse photography has been something I wanted to play with for some time and this project looked like a great way to get my feet wet with my new Canon Rebel XSi.
The article itself, however, admitted that the design had limitations; it didn't reliably trigger the camera's shutter and its timing range was limited (30 seconds to 2 minutes). Looking at the original schematic I realized that I had experience making similar timing circuits and decided to make a more versatile intervalometer.

The primary upgrades I planned for this improved version were the following:

1. Shutter trigger reliability
2. Camera interface isolation
3. Timing range options
4. Battery or AC adapter power options
5. Camera connection flexibility

In order to achieve better shutter triggering reliability I used a more sophisticated timer chip, the 556, which is essentially two of the 555 timers used in the original circuit in one package. I then chose appropriate resistor and capacitor values such that I increased the time the shutter is triggered to around 1.5 seconds, thereby eliminating any reliability issues.
The original design used a transistor to short the camera's shutter pin to ground. I decided to completely isolate the camera from the timing circuit by using a reed relay which requires little current draw from the circuit.

This eliminates the possibility of stray voltage entering the camera via the timing circuit and damaging the camera. Another benefit of eliminating the transistor is that I can use the two pushbuttons to manually focus and trigger the shutter while the timer is running, which was not possible in the original design.

To add timing range options I inserted a DPDT toggle switch which allows the user to choose which RC timing network controls the time delay of the shutter triggering. By switching in a much larger timing capacitor I greatly increased the timing interval that can be set. The Low Range allows for delays from 17 seconds to 5 minutes, and the High Range allows for delays from 7 minutes to over 60 minutes.

The final two alterations were the most minor, but still very useful. To allow the circuit to run off of an AC adapter instead of just battery power I added a coaxial power jack. I also configured the power wiring such that if an adapter is plugged into the intervalometer it cannot pass voltage to, and possibly damage, the battery. Instead of hard soldering a cable with the appropriate connection on the end to the intervalometer, I soldered all the camera connections to a 1/8" stereo jack.
This allows me to use a Radioshack stereo patch cable via a 1/8" to 3/32" adapter to connect to my camera’s accessory port.

After I built my circuit and put it in an enclosure I had to setup my camera properly to take good time-lapse photos. This article has a lot of good tips regarding what settings your camera should have and how you should assemble your finished video. I set my intervalometer to take a picture every 2.5 minutes and let it run.

I recently received an inquiry from an individual who wanted to use this intervalometer design to do high dynamic range (HDR) time-lapse photography. This entails setting your camera for auto exposure bracketing (AEB). AEB takes 3 photos in succession, one underexposed, one overexposed, and one of the proper exposure. When combined the resulting image displays all of the shadow detail of the overexposed image along with all of the highlight detail of the underexposed image.

In order to determine the usefulness of my intervalometer for HDR time-lapse I tested my camera by setting it for AEB, continuous drive, and manual focus. I then turned on the intervalometer and after the requisite delay it snapped 3 photos just as I had hoped. This is a pure coincidence that the shutter hold delay is long enough for my camera to take 3 photos.
If it hadn't I would have had to adjust the 1M ohm resistor and 0.1uF capacitor values that connect the 9VDC supply to pins 12 & 13 and ground until I achieved the desired delay.

I am planning on building an arduino controlled intervalometer with a LCD readout in the near future to allow for the maximum amount of flexibility in all aspects of timing.
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